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Safety 

Some locations can be dangerous because of 
opportunistic criminals. Preferably travel in a 
group with at least two vehicles. When 
inspecting a road-cut, park well off the road, 
your vehicle clearly visible, with hazard lights 
switched on. Be aware of passing traffic, 
particularly if you step back towards the road 
to photograph a cutting. Keep children under 
control and out of the road. 
 
Fossils 

It is illegal to collect fossils in South Africa 
without a permit from the South African 
Heritage Resources Agency. Descriptions of 
fossil occurrences in this document do not 
encourage illegal collection. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Previous page: Onderboskloof – the headwaters of the 
Olifants River, eroding the Cedarberg 
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INTRODUCTION 

Cape Town’s Table Mountain is a geological 
wonder. Carved by erosion, its sandstone cliffs 
rest on a base of granite. It is one of the most 
famous landmarks in the world. The Cape 
Peninsula’s sandstone hosts a shrinking 
remnant of fynbos, the uniquely rich flora that 
has evolved on the nutrient-poor sandy soils. 
But how many people know that Table 
Mountain’s flat top marks the passage of a 
long-vanished glacier, or that the black rocks 
at its base once were mud at the bottom of an 
even more ancient sea?

 

How many people know that the granites at 
Sea Point were visited in 1836 by Charles 
Darwin during the homeward voyage of the 
Beagle, and that it helped to resolve a long-
standing debate about the origin of granites 
world-wide? These various rocks have diverse 
origins. Their stories can be read by those who 
have the curiosity and the patience to learn the 
language of geology. 

Devil’s Peak, Table Mountain and Lion’s Head, seen 
across Table Bay 
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The rocks of the Western Cape are the 
remnants of two distinct mountain building 
episodes, both of them associated with the 
assembly of the latest supercontinent, 
Gondwana. In order to follow the historical 
sequence of deposition, collisions, and 
mountain building you need to be able to 
recognise three different packages of rocks. 
The oldest package consists of the 
Malmesbury Group metamorphic sedimentary 
and volcanic rocks, about 550 million years 
old. (All geological dates are approximate 
because they are associated with a statistical 
error. This usually is around plus minus one 
percent of the quoted age.) The igneous Cape 
Granite Suite, consisting of various rock bodies 
ranging in age from about 550 to 520 million 
years, is intrusive into the Malmesbury Group 
rocks. Uplift in a mountain building event and 
then rapid erosion of these two groups of rocks 
was followed by deposition of the Cape 
Supergroup sedimentary rocks. Folded and 
eroded remnants of these form the prominent 
Cape Fold Belt mountains. 
 
This account describes these three packages 
of rocks. It is an up-to-date account, intended 
for readers who want to know something about 
the geological history of the Western Cape, but 
who have no formal training in geology. 
 

The geological record may be read like a book, 
but it is a book from which many pages, and 
indeed whole chapters, are missing. 
Geologists spend a great deal of time 
describing rocks in detail, but because the 
geological record of past events is incomplete 
the evidence can be ambiguous. 
Consequently, it is difficult to construct a single 
coherent story. Many reconstructions of past 
geological events must be tentative. This is 
necessary, to avoid giving the impression of 
false certainty. It also means that often there is 
not only one story that can explain the 
available evidence. Where geologists’ opinions 
differ fundamentally in their interpretation of 
the rocks, there is more than one story to be 
told. Geological explanations change from time 
to time, and so the reconstructed stories of the 
past also change to accommodate new 
evidence. As a result, there may be some 
discrepancies between my explanations and 
those in earlier geological publications. 
Because this is not an academic text, I do not 
debate the merits of any particular version of 
the past, but try to present the most coherent 
story based on the published evidence 
currently available. 
 
There is a bibliography at the end, listing the 
sources consulted. 
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The reconstruction of events in the distant past 
requires a great deal of imagination to picture 
what southern Africa may have been like at 
various times over the past thousand million 
years. The text is as free of technical jargon as 
possible, but there are some fundamental 
geological concepts you need to comprehend 
in order to understand geological history. 
 

 
A group of members of the Cape Town Gem & Mineral 
Club visiting an outcrop on Langebaan Peninsula 
(photograph by Amour Venter) 

These include the rock cycle processes of 
weathering, deposition, metamorphism, 
igneous intrusion, melting and volcanic 
eruption. The mechanism underlying these is 
plate tectonics, the ongoing, heat-driven cycle 
of continental rupture and collision that creates 
most volcanoes, ocean basins, mountain 
chains and continents. More detailed 
descriptions of these processes and their 
effects on the rocks of the Western Cape can 
be found in these locally published books: The 
Rocks and Mountains of Cape Town by John 
Compton (2004); The Story of Earth and Life 
by Terence McCarthy and Bruce Rubidge 
(2005); 50 Must-see Geological Sites in South 
Africa by Gavin Whitfield (2015); and 
Geological Adventures in the Fairest Cape: 
Unlocking the Secrets of its Scenery by John 
Rogers (2018). Even more detailed information 
about the local geology is available in the 
published explanations to the 1:250 000 
geological map sheets 3318 (Theron, Gresse, 
Siegfried and Rogers 1992) and 3319 (Gresse 
and Theron 1992), and the explanation to the 
1:250 000 metallogenic map sheet 3318 (Cole 
2003). These may be available from the South 
African Council for Geoscience, Private Bag 
X112, Pretoria, 0001 and some regional 
offices. 
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A GEOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THE 
SOUTHWESTERN CAPE 

The history of the rocks of the southwestern 
Cape starts over a thousand million (or a 
billion) years ago, when a huge chain of 
mountains spanned what is now South Africa. 
Remnants of the eroded roots of these 
mountains are now exposed in Namaqualand 
and KwaZulu-Natal. How do such mountains 
form? The crust of the Earth consists of a 
number of discrete plates, which continually 
move relative to each other. This is because of 
convection in the mantle, driven by heat 
generated by radioactivity in the interior of the 
Earth. 

Red garnet crystals in a Namaqualand rock transformed 
by heat during deep burial 

Consequently, continental masses are 
subjected to endlessly changing squeezing 
and stretching, as crustal plates collide with 
each other or split apart. Major continental 
masses, or supercontinents, do not seem to 
last long in geological time, but break apart, 
perhaps because of the heat that accumulates 
beneath them. 

Oceanic crust is thinner than continental crust, 
and conducts heat more easily, so a 
supercontinent acts as a kind of pressure-
cooker lid on the escape of Earth’s internal 
heat. This build-up of heat leads to rifting and 
break-up of the supercontinent. The fragments 
then drift away from each other, with new 
ocean basins forming between them. The 
global convection cells in the mantle that drive 
continental drift form linear chains of volcanoes 
running around the Earth in the middle of these 
ocean basins. New oceanic crust is formed 
here, and the sea floor spreads out towards 
the continental margins. Here, under many of 
them, oceanic crust plunges back down into 
the Earth’s mantle. This process is called 
subduction. Because the Earth is a closed 
sphere, the moving continental masses 
eventually override and close the older ocean 
basins. When oceans close completely, 
collision of the adjacent continental masses 
squeezes, deforms and metamorphoses the 
ocean floor rocks.
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These rocks often are plastered onto the 
continental margins and are involved in 
building mountain chains. This mountain 
building process is called orogeny. The deep 
roots of these mountains are intruded by 
buoyant molten masses of rock. These can 
solidify slowly at depth to form granites and 
related rocks, or erupt on the surface to form 
volcanoes, like those surrounding the modern 
Pacific Ocean. 

About 1 100 million years ago these processes 
created a huge mountain chain, stretching 
across what is now southern Africa. They 
formed part of the ancient supercontinent 
geologists call Rodinia. These mountains were 
like the modern Andes in South America and 
were near the edge of a continental mass. Off 
the coast there was a deep trench. Here the 
relatively thin but dense oceanic crust 
underwent subduction, plunging beneath the 
margin of thicker but less dense continental 
crust. As the wet slab of oceanic crust 
descended into the hot mantle of the Earth it 
heated up, and started to melt some of the 
surrounding rock. The buoyant molten rock 
rose up through the lower crust and intruded 
into the overlying rocks. These were baked 
and metamorphosed by the heat of the 
intrusive igneous rock, as well as by the 
pressure of their being buried deep underneath 
the mountain range. With the final closure of 
the ocean, the two opposing continental 

masses collided and welded together, and the 
descent of the ocean slab stopped. The 
mountains no longer were growing through the 
addition of new continental crust, so they wore 
down through erosion. This loss of material 
created a gravitational imbalance, which 
caused the continental mass to rise. The 
lighter continental rocks literally floated up on 
the denser mantle. This led to further erosion, 
eventually exposing the deep roots of the 
former mountain chain. Today, the intensely 
folded and thermally metamorphosed rocks of 
the former mountain roots are exposed in 
Namaqualand and in northern KwaZulu-Natal. 
Together they form the Namaqua-Natal Belt. 

Spektakel Suite Granite, Kliprand in Namaqualand 
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A piece of the sunken oceanic slab still may be 
hung up in the continental collision zone, now 
buried beneath much younger rocks. The 
evidence for this is a linear magnetic anomaly 
running from around Sutherland to Port St 
Johns on the east coast. In this narrow strip, 
the local magnetic field of the Earth is stronger 
than on either side. It is known as the Beattie 
Anomaly, after the scientist who discovered it 
in 1909. Some geologists interpret this to be 
due to an approximately ten kilometre thick 
slab of dense ocean floor rock stuck in the 
crust at a depth of between ten and twenty 
kilometres. The Beattie Anomaly largely 
coincides with a broader band that represents 
a zone of electrically conductive material in the 
crust. This is known as the Southern Cape 
Conductive Belt and lies underneath the 
southern margin of the present Karoo basin 
and the northern edge of the Cape Fold Belt 
mountains. It has been assumed that the 
Beattie Anomaly and the Southern Cape 
Conductive Belt are caused by the same 
buried slab of oceanic crust, but the Southern 
Cape Conductive Belt can be traced further 
west than the Beattie Anomaly. The Southern 
Cape Conductive Belt appears to define the 
southern margin of the Namaqua-Natal Belt. It 
may represent a now buried, 1 000 million year 
old geological collision zone or continental 
suture. The highly deformed rocks in the core 
of this collision zone give rise to a band of 
crust with abnormal properties.

This band of crust is probably weaker than the 
surrounding crust. This is similar to a welded 
joint in steel, which is weaker than the 
surrounding metal. If this interpretation of the 
Southern Cape Conductive Belt is correct, then 
we can expect the buried basement rocks both 
north and south of the suture to be something 
like the highly metamorphosed sediments and 
granites presently exposed in Namaqualand. 
They should have similarly variable 
compositions, and similar geological ages, 
varying from about 1 100 to 2 000 million years 
old. 

A copper prospecting shaft dating from 1685, near 
Springbok in Namaqualand
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More recent research has involved reading 
signals reflected off deep layers in the crust. 
The results have prompted a revised 
interpretation, typical of the uncertainty of 
geological reconstruction of what cannot be 
seen directly. In this version of the story, the 
Beattie Anomaly may not be the trace of a 
remnant of subducted ocean floor, but rather 
an extensive zone of dense and electrically 
conductive metal-bearing mineralisation within 
the deeply buried Namaqua metamorphic 
rocks. Unfortunately it is beyond the reach of 
current technology to sample it directly, so we 
have to contend with two competing and 
unresolved explanations.

The supercontinent of Rodinia started to break 
up shortly after its formation about 1 000 years 
ago. Around 780 million years ago, an ocean 
basin started to develop between what is now 
Africa and South America, tearing obliquely 
across the Namaqua-Natal Belt. This ocean, 
known by geologists as the Adamastor Ocean, 
was open until about 550 million years ago. 
Sandy and clay-rich sediments accumulated 
on the continental slopes and on the deep 
ocean floor. Some of these sediments 
consisted of mud slides down the edge of the 
continental shelf, as well as chemically 
precipitated calcareous sediments. There were 
also volcanic extrusions onto the sea floor. 
These included flows of pillow lavas and 
possibly one or more seamounts. 

 

 

 

 

The rocks in the foreground are 
metamorphosed and steeply folded 
Malmesbury Group rocks, originally 
deposited as sediments on the floor of 
the former Adamastor Ocean. 
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The Adamastor Ocean closed up progressively 
from the north, part of the formation of the next 
supercontinent – Gondwana. The dating of the 
closure is uncertain, but between 575 and 550 
million years ago ocean floor sediments and 
some contemporaneous volcanic rocks were 
plastered onto the south-western edge of the 
African continental mass. These 
metamorphosed sediments and lavas form the 
Malmesbury Group rocks. These are the oldest 
intact rocks actually found in the Western 
Cape, and their basement is not exposed. 
Nevertheless, old zircon grains included in 
rocks within the Malmesbury Group 
sedimentary rocks have dates of 
1 100 to 1 900 million years. These 
were inherited by erosion of exposed 
rocks pre-dating the Adamastor 
Ocean. This indicates that the present 
basement consists of older rocks, like 
those of Namaqualand, which pre-
date the breakup of Rodinia. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Steeply dipping, thermally metamorphosed 
Malmesbury Group rock was quarried in the 
past on Devil’s Peak. 

The Malmesbury Group rocks are poorly 
exposed. Their visible outcrops make up less 
than two percent of the area of the Western 
Cape. They consist of a largely monotonous 
sequence of shale, dirty sandstone, limestone 
and dolomite, with no clear regional marker 
horizons, and with intense deformation in 
parts. This makes it virtually impossible to 
correlate different horizons across the 
exposures. Consequently, it is no surprise that 
there are conflicting interpretations of the 
sequence of these rocks. 
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For the past 45 years, most geologists have 
described the Malmesbury Group rocks in 
terms of three northwest trending wedges or 
terranes; a southern Tygerberg Terrane, a 
central Swartland Terrane, and a north-eastern 
Boland Terrane, all separated by major fault 
zones. These terranes were thought to differ in 
terms of degree of deformation, variation in 
composition, and possible geographic origin. It 
has been suggested that they may have been 
three widely spaced pieces of ocean floor, 
sandwiched together along two north-easterly 
trending fault zones. These are the Colenso 
Fault zone to the south, and the Piketberg-
Wellington Fault zone to the north. 

A recent revision of the Malmesbury Group 
introduced a horizontal division – same rocks, 
slightly different story. A lower Swartland 
complex is characterised by extreme 
deformation, and is exposed in the central 
Swartland region in two south-east trending 
domes, the Swartland dome and the Spitzkop 
dome. Most of the Swartland complex consists 
of intensely sheared, fine-grained sedimentary 
rocks. These include the commercially 
exploited limestones of the De Hoek Member, 
quarried at Piketberg. Metamorphosed 
volcanic rock occurs in the Bridgetown 
Formation along the Berg River, perhaps 
representing fragments of basaltic oceanic 
crust or the remains of a basaltic seamount 
capped with now dolomitised limestone.

The rocks of the Swartland complex were 
subjected to intense deformation with low-
angle thrusting and shearing around 560 
million years ago, as they were crumpled 
against the existing continental margin. 
Separated from the Swartland complex by a 
suspected but unexposed regional 
unconformity is the overlying (revised) 
Malmesbury Group. These rocks have suffered 
less intense deformation. In the Western Cape 
the (revised) Malmesbury Group consists of 
the metamorphosed sedimentary rocks of the 
Piketberg, Porterville and Tygerberg 
Formations, and the volcanic Bloubergstrand 
member of the Tygerberg Formation. This is a 
50 metre thick layer of fine red tuffs and dark 
brown to greenish amygdaloidal andesitic lava 
that crops out on the coast near 
Bloubergstrand. 

Boulder of amygdaloidal lava at Bloubergstrand
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All these rocks were plastered onto the 
continental margin around 545 million years 
ago as the Adamstor Ocean basin closed and 
continental collision took place. These rocks 
now form the so-called Saldania Belt. The 
sediments and volcanic rocks were not only 
deformed by compression but also thermally 
metamorphosed to regional greenschist facies. 
Initially, compression was oblique from the 
northwest, giving rise to left-hand slip along 
major fault zones like the Colenso Fault. 

Granite boulders at Oudekraal. The lower slopes of 
Lion’s Head in the background are composed of the 
same granite, originally solidified many kilometres below 
the surface, and exposed by erosion. 

The collision gave rise to a chain of mountains. 
Subduction of the sea floor caused deep-
seated melting in the older basement rocks, 
and produced pods of buoyant granitic magma 
which intruded the deformed sediments. 
Geologists have reached no consensus about 
the direction of subduction. Some portray the 
oceanic crust plunging west underneath rocks 
now forming part of South America. Others 
imagine it plunging towards the east, beneath 
the continental margin of the stable crustal 
core of what would become Gondwana. 
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The subduction-related granitic magmas, of 
variable composition, partially incorporated the 
country rocks as they rose. As they cooled 
they solidified, mostly never reaching the 
surface and erupting as lava. In some places, 
the cooling magma also introduced 
mineralised fluids that formed veins and 
stockworks containing metals like gold, copper, 
tin, tungsten and molybdenum, mostly in small 
sub-economic amounts. 

The currently exposed granitic rocks make up 
the Cape Granite Suite, which formed in four 
phases of magmatism during the Saldanian 
Orogeny. The oldest of these granitic rocks 
dates from 555 to 540 million years ago. They 
form large batholiths, with local migmatite and 
contact metamorphism at their margins. The 
famous granite/slate contact at Sea Point is a 
good example of such a margin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 1836 Charles Darwin 
visited the Sea Point contact, 
between lighter intrusive 
Cape granite and the darker 
host Malmesbury rocks of the 
Tygerberg Formation. 
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The Darling Batholith, intruded south of the 
Colenso Fault while undergoing left-hand 
shear, is another example. This phase of 
magmatism was deep seated, and coeval with 
at least the later stages of compressional 
deformation of the Malmesbury sediments. A 
second phase of granites, with somewhat 
different composition inherited from a possibly 
deeper source rock, intruded between about 
540 and 520 million years ago. The Paarl 
Granite is an example of this. 

 
 
 
 
 
Paarl Rock, seen from Nantes 
Dam, is part of the weathered 
crest of the Paarl Granite 
Pluton. The rounded weathering 
is typical of even-grained 
granite. (Photograph by Amour 
Venter) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Several small intrusions of rocks darker than 
granite date to this phase; such as the 535 
million year old gabbro and granodiorite 
exposed at Yzerfontein. The third phase of 
intrusion, sometimes into pre-existing granites 
and at relatively shallow depths, took place 
around 520 million years ago. Some granitic 
magma also reached the surface to erupt as 
lava. Rhyolitic ignimbrites (silica-rich welded 
tuffs) on the Saldanha Peninsula and Postberg 
have been dated to 542 and 515 million years 
respectively, for now.
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As the Adamastor Ocean closed, the former 
compression from the northeast swung around 
towards the south. This presumably was due 
to other continental fragments colliding with the 
growing margins of Gondwana. This reversed 
the movement on some of the large faults in 
the Western Cape and coincided with the main 
phase of intrusion of the largest granite 
plutons. 

By about 540 million years ago, at the time of 
the intrusion of the Peninsula Granite to the 
south, the slip on the Colenso Fault had 
changed from left-hand to right-hand. 
Orogenies, or mountain building events, 
involve not only compressive but also tensional 
forces. 
 
 
The 515 million year old volcanic rocks on Postberg, 
viewed from Langebaan lagoon
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Many of the granite intrusions took place in a 
tensional setting, after relaxation of the main 
collisional phase. Late orogenic uplift and 
erosion of the Saldania Belt must have been 
rapid. This enabled the rhyolitic volcanism to 
take place onto and immediately adjacent to 
exposed coarse-grained granite that only a few 
million years previously had cooled and 
solidified at depths of 7 to 10 kilometres. The 
Saldanian mountain building episode, with its 
associated volcanism, forms part of a ramified 
belt of sutures that welded together the various 
continental fragments to make up the former 
supercontinent of Gondwana. 

Ongoing tensional faulting then produced 
narrow sedimentary basins, with their long 
axes following the regional northwest-
southeast structural trend. Gritty sediments of 
the Franschhoek Formation, containing 
pebbles derived from the Cape granites, were 
deposited in one of these fault troughs. This is 
also the depositional setting of the slightly 
younger conglomerates and sandstones of the 
Klipheuwel Group. In the latest revision of the 
Malmesbury Group rocks, the Franschhoek 
Formation is included in the Malmesbury 
Group, although previously it was included in 
the Klipheuwel Group. These rocks lack fossils 
and have not been dated directly. 
Nevertheless, they are sandwiched in time 
between the end of the Saldanian magmatism 
at 515 million years ago, and the onset of 

deposition around 510 million years ago of the 
lowermost sedimentary units of the Cape 
Supergroup. The original thickness of the 
Klipheuwel Group is unknown, but by the onset 
of deposition of the Cape Supergroup the 
entire landscape had been planed off nearly 
flat by erosion. There were only a few granite 
hills and local geographic highs providing at 
most a few hundred metres of geographic 
relief. 

The erosional contact between the top of the Cape 
granite below and the nearly horizontal layers of the 
sedimentary rocks of the Cape Supergroup above, near 
Hout Bay 
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At the end of the Saldanian Orogeny, ongoing 
tension led to crustal thinning, particularly 
along the Southern Cape Conductive Belt, the 
old weak weld zone running east-west at the 
southern edge of the Namaqua continental 
crust. This caused the southern edge of the 
continent to sag, forming the so-called Cape 
Trough. The Cape Supergroup was deposited 
in this deepening trough, which possibly was 
an aborted rift valley. 
 

On a hot day a group of geologists inspects the 
Piekenierskloof Formation at the base of the Table 
Mountain Group, Piekenierskloof Pass 

The oldest sediments in this trough are 
conglomerates, beds of gritty sandstone with 
pebbles and cobbles eroded from the 
immediate margins of the rift. These filled local 
hollows and now form the patchy 
Piekenierskloof Formation at the base of the 
Table Mountain Group. The Piekenierskloof 
Formation is exposed in the Piekenierskloof 
Pass, and at Kasteelberg and Heuningberg 
further south, where it lies above an 
unconformity on Malmesbury Group and 
Klipheuvel Group rocks. 

The coarse, pebbly, sedimentary rock of the 
Piekenierskloof Formation, Piekenierskloof Pass 
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On the Cape Peninsula, the basal layers of the 
Table Mountain Group are the reddish and 
purple sandstones and shales of the 
Graafwater Formation. These used to be 
exposed best on Chapman’s Peak, but still can 
be seen along Tafelberg Road. These rocks lie 
directly on Cape granite, with the basal 
sedimentary layers draped over former humps 
in the pre-Cape land surface. The Graafwater 
Formation rocks show well-preserved wave 
ripple marks as well as desiccation cracks. 
These indicate intermittent exposure of shallow 
water muddy sediments. They contain many 
trace fossils, including the feeding tracks of 
arthropods like trilobites. 

The Graafwater Formation, formerly exposed on 
Chapman’s Peak road. Note the fault cutting obliquely 
across the sedimentary layers.

 

Closer view of the Graafwater Formation on Chapman’s 
Peak, showing the lighter sandy layers and darker muddy 
layers, some with sand-filled drying cracks 

As the Cape Trough continued to deepen, it 
was filled with very well-sorted, coarse sandy 
sediments, which now make up the bulk of the 
Peninsula Formation. These are the white and 
yellowish sandstones that form the 
conspicuous cliffs of Table Mountain and the 
surrounding Hottentots Holland mountains. 
There is no clear agreement among geologists 
about the original sedimentary environment of 
these rocks. These sands could have been laid 
down by braided rivers on a broad plain, or 
else on beaches and offshore bars on the 
coast of a shallow sea, the Agulhas Sea. 
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The thickness of the Peninsula Formation 
varies. It is about 500 metres thick on Table 
Mountain and 1 200 metres thick in the 
Hottentots Holland Mountains. Some layers 
contain trace fossils similar to those in the 
underlying Graafwater Formation, but no shelly 
fossils have been found. 

Between about 440 million and 420 million 
years ago what is now central Africa had 
drifted over the South Pole, and huge glaciers 
formed on large parts of Gondwana. In places 
these glaciers, entering the area from the 
north, deformed the topmost layers of the 
Peninsula Formation to form a folded zone, on 
top of which the glacial tillites of the Pakhuis 
Formation were deposited. These rocks 
contain numerous pebbles, with flat-faceted 
and scored surfaces indicating their transport 
by ice, embedded in a sandy matrix. 

 

 

 

Tilted rocks of the Table Mountain Group near 
Villiersdorp. The Peninsula Formation forms the lighter 
rocks below, with the narrow green band of the Pakhuis 
and Cedarberg Formations between it and the darker, 
reddish Nardouw Subgroup above it. 

This formation occurs on the very top of Table 
Mountain at Maclear’s Beacon, and also is 
accessible at the top of Sir Lowry’s Pass and 
in the Franschhoek Pass. At Maclear’s Beacon 
the glacial rock is about two metres thick, with 
a polygonal weathering pattern that might be 
inherited from frost wedging. At Sir Lowry’s 
Pass and Franschhoek Pass there are two 
glacial layers, separated by a sandy horizon 
that records the temporary retreat of the 
glaciers. With the final melting of the glaciers, 
fine mud was deposited, forming the Soom 
Shale and Disa Member of the overlying 
Cedarberg Formation. In places these fine 
sediments are highly fossiliferous, containing 
some of the best preserved fossils of their time 
in the world. 
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On top of the Cedarberg Formation, the 
sandstones of the Nardouw Subgroup were 
deposited. These sandstones originated in a 
shallow sea, inter-fingering with a river flood 
plain towards the north. In the Western Cape 
area these rocks occur only east of Gordon’s 
Bay. The valleys of the Palmiet and Steenbras 
Rivers also contain rocks of the lowermost 
Gydo Formation of the overlying Bokkeveld 
Group. These are greenish-grey shales and 
thin dark sandstone beds. They represent 
muds that were deposited in the deepening 
Agulhas Sea about 400 million years ago. 
Typically they contain fragments of marine 
invertebrate fossils, but locally these fossils 
generally have been destroyed by the strong 
cleavage of these intensely folded rocks. 

 
Folded sedimentary rocks of the Witteberg Group 
exposed near Worcester on the downthrown side of the 
Worcester Fault. These rocks display fossil ripple marks, 
indicating their deposition in shallow water (left). 
 
The Western Cape has undergone significant 
erosion, so most of the succeeding Witteberg 
Group rocks of the Cape Supergroup are not 
represented in the area, except near 
Worcester. The Witteberg Group rocks were 
deposited 370 to 330 million years ago and 
they mark the end of deposition in the Agulhas 
Sea, which began to experience compression, 
folding of the sediments, and uplift. 
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This incipient mountain building created a 
continental basin, initially open to the sea. This 
area was situated near the South Pole at the 
time, and the first sediments to fill this basin 
were the glacial deposits of the Karoo Dwyka 
Group. As these glaciers waned, and the 
continent drifted further north, muddy 
sediments that were eroded from the rising 
mountain belt formed the Ecca Group deposits 
in a progressively shallower sea. In the 
Western Cape these fossiliferous Karoo 
Supergroup rocks are preserved north of 
Ceres and in a small outlier south of 
Worcester. 

A hill of Dwyka tillite, one of two at Karoopoort north of 
Ceres, showing the typical ‘tombstone’ weathering 

While the Karoo rocks were being deposited, 
the mountains to the south continued to grow. 
This phase of mountain building is called the 
Cape Orogeny. This was the result of a 
subduction ocean trench that developed about 
1 500 km away, on the southern margin of 
Gondwana. It is analogous to the modern 
trench off the west coast of South America. 
The compressive forces from this subduction 
zone caused the weak crust beneath the Cape 
Trough to buckle. The granite-reinforced rocks 
to the south acted as a ram, squeezing the 
softer Cape Supergroup sedimentary rocks 
against the old Namaqua metamorphic belt to 
the north. This crumpled the Cape Supergroup 
rocks, in a series of ‘paroxysms’ lasting from 
about 278 to 230 million years ago, thrusting 
the rock layers over each other and forming 
the Cape Fold Belt. This runs mostly east-
west, following the ancient line of crustal 
weakness defined by the Southern Cape 
Conductive Belt. In the extreme west, the 
Cape Fold Belt mountains lie north-south, 
forming the Cedarberg Mountains. In this 
western belt the deformation is less severe 
than in the southern belt. Geologists are 
uncertain how this came about, but it probably 
has to do with the asymmetric geometry of the 
compressive forces causing the folding in the 
first place. 
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These events had little effect on the rocks of 
the southwestern Cape, possibly because they 
were protected by the reinforcement of the 
relatively rigid homogenous granite beneath 
them. Nevertheless, it is puzzling that in the 
southern Cape the basement granites show 
intense northward shearing and deformation 
associated with the Cape Orogeny, while in the 
southwestern Cape the Table Mountain Group 
rocks are largely undeformed. From south of 
Gordon’s Bay to Franschhoek the Cape Fold 
Belt does form a steep, east-facing monocline, 
sharply truncated on the western side facing 
False Bay. The intervening rocks between the 
Hottentots Holland Mountains and Table 
Mountain have eroded away, exposing the 
Cape granites and Malmesbury rocks that 
make up the Kuilsrivier and Durbanville Hills, 
and that underlie the sands of the Cape Flats. 

 
View looking east from Swartklip on False Bay, towards 
the Steenbras mountains above Gordon’s Bay

The Cape Peninsula is crossed by numerous 
faults with a north-easterly orientation, 
following the general fabric of the basement 
rocks of the Western Cape as a whole. Erosion 
along these faults, some with vertical throws of 
hundreds of metres, is responsible for the 
major cross-cutting valleys and embayments, 
like the Fishhoek Valley and Smitswinkel Bay. 
These faults, mostly extensional normal faults, 
probably are related to the opening of the 
Atlantic Ocean. They are in the same 
orientation as numerous intrusive dolerite 
dykes of the so-called False Bay Swarm. 
These intrude the Malmesbury Group rocks, 
the Cape granite, and some even the basal 
layers of the Peninsula Formation. They date 
to around 132 million years ago and are 
younger than the Karoo dolerites further north. 
 

 
Dolerite dyke in Malmesbury rocks at Bloubergstrand
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There is some evidence that an earlier 
generation of dolerite dykes exists. These are 
cross-cut by some of the later dykes, and are 
more intensely deformed and altered by 
weathering. They appear to be similar in 
composition to the matrix of an igneous 
breccia plug at Cape Point, which intrudes the 
granite but not the overlying sandstone. The 
matrix of this plug is a basic igneous rock 
containing olivine phenocrysts, largely altered 
to serpentine. It contains fragments of a wide 
variety of rocks including granite. These 
fragments all must pre-date the deposition of 
the Table Mountain Group, and may be 
fragments of the much older, buried Namaqua-
age rocks. 

The breakup of Gondwana created new 
oceans around southern Africa. One of the 
major results was the development of large 
faults, like the Worcester Fault, with 
downthrows of many kilometres on their 
southern sides. The outlier of Witteberg and 
Karoo Supergroup rocks south of Worcester 
owes its preservation to the down throw of the 
Worcester Fault. These faults formed steep 
south-facing escarpments, the eroded 
remnants of which can be seen in the Hex 
River mountains and the Langeberg further 
east. 
 
The southern escarpment of the Langeberg in the Cape 
Fold Belt mountains between Swellendam and Montagu
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Over the past 120 million years these 
escarpments have eroded back and down, 
depositing vast accumulations of sediment in 
faulted basins in the surrounding sea floors 
and in the shallower basins on land. Around 
Cape Town, lower sea-levels in the past 
allowed deep incision of rivers flowing into 
False Bay and Table Bay. These valleys are 
now drowned by sandy sediment, which also 
forms the sand dunes covering the Cape Flats. 
Ground water level fluctuations have given rise 
to cemented soil horizons, creating surface 
rocks like silcrete and ferricrete. These are 
cemented by silica or hydrous iron oxide 
precipitates respectively. In places, like in the 
Durbanville Hills and on the more arid west 
coast, these can form sheets of surface rock 
relatively resistant to erosion. 

In some locations these relatively recently 
cemented rocks can contain abundant fossils. 
Wave erosion of an outcrop of fossiliferous 
phosphatic rock just below the low water line at 
Milnerton beach produces a wide variety of 
fossils, including elephant molars and giant 
sharks’ teeth, which wash up on the beach 
after storms. Fossils of a roughly similar age, 
some five million years old, are found in great 
numbers in a former phosphate quarry, now 
the West Coast Fossil Park at Langebaan. 
Here the rich geological history of the west 
coast is well displayed in a museum and 
excavation areas open to the public.

 
 
Fossilised teeth of an extinct giant shark, found on 
Milnerton Beach. These are about 10 cm long. 
 
 

 
 
Fossilised portion of an elephant molar, found on 
Milnerton Beach. This is about 15 cm long. 
These fossils, and others found in the 1970s, are at Iziko 
Museums, in Cape Town. 
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